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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Over the next couple days expect winds to gradually turn and become easterly as high pressure moves east just north of the 
region. Today winds are forecast to be a moderate to fresh breeze but should weaken through the night and tomorrow 
becoming a moderate breeze. Seas are currently moderate and are forecast to also begin weakening in the next couple days. 
While high pressure dominates the region, chances for any severe weather are expected to remain low. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Friday morning a significant wind shift is possible in the western Gulf due to the passing of a cold front. Behind this front fresh 
to strong breezes from the north can be expected as well as moderate seas. Waves will likely stay in the 4 to 6 foot range in 
the central and eastern Gulf but waves up to 9 feet are possible in the western portion as the front passes. Enhanced risk for 
thunderstorms is also forecast for the passage of the front. This weekend after the cold front has made its way eastward, high 
pressure is expected to move back into the region, calming conditions and weakening winds and seas. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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